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I.
THE AIMS OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH AND THE.
MOVEMENT TOWARD SEPARATION
In recent years there has "been manifested a growing
unrest and dissatisfaction in the educational world regarding
that department of secondary education termed "English." The
English problem is receiving increasing consideration in cur-
rent educational periodicals and in educational gatherings.
Educators advocate radical changes in present practice; admin-
istrators are searching for the proper method of organization;
and teachers of the subject are dissatisfied with the results
of their efforts. Considering that from twelve to fifteen
millions of dollars are expended yearly for instruction in
this department,"
1
" that from one fifth to one fourth of the
pupils' time in each of the four years of his high-school
career is devoted to this subject alone, and that, as is a
generally conceded fact, the expenditure of energy on the part
of English teachers exceeds that of their colleagues in other
departments, one is justified in demanding a fair degree of
efficiency on the part of high-school graduates along those
lines commonly recognized as the aims of English teaching,
.'.hat are the recognized aims of English teaching?
2
The Committee of Ten (1893) on this point states:
"Tne main direct objects of the teaching of English
1. Snedden, "Problems of Secondary Education," p. 170.
2. Page 87 of the Committee's report.

in schools seera to be two: (1) to enable the pupil to under-
stand the expressed thoughts of others and to give expression
to thoughts of his own; and (2) to cultivate a taste for read-
ing, to give the pupil some acquaintance with good literature
and to furnish him with the means of extending that acquain-
tance .
"
.lore recent formulations of the aims of English
likewise maintain a two-fold division on a basis more or less
similar to that indicated above. The "Report of the Commission
on Accredited Schools and Colleges of the xj'orth Central Asso-
3
ciation .... etc." for 1910 declared:
"Preparation in English has two main objects: (1)
command of correct and clear English, spoken and written; (2)
ability to read with accuracy, intelligence, and appreciation."
Here we may observe that the "thought-receiving" aim
of division (1) of the Comaittee of Ten's statement in a rough
way is included under division (2) of the latter statement.
Stating the matter more clearly, the committee of ien includes
in its first division the aim: "to enaole the pupil to under-
stand the expressed thoughts of others," while, in effect, the
1910 report places this in its second division, which includes
in addition to the ability to read with appreciation, the
ability to read with accuracy and intelligence. "The ability
to read with appreciation," in a general way, covers the field
3. rage 11 of the Committee's report.

of 12) of the jommittee of ion's statement of aims.
In lyl6 we find the following definition of the aims
4
of English:
"English comprises two subjects, composition and lit-
erature
"The chief aim of composition is to develop the power
of clear logical thinking and of effective communication of
ideas; it seeks to supply the pupil with an indispensable tool
for both public and private uses
"The aims of literature-teaching are to quicken the
spirit and kindle the imagination of the pupil, open up to him
the potential significance and beauty of life, and form in him
the habit of turning to good books for companionship "
5
A still more recent formulation, maintaining sub-
stantially the division made above, states the aims of English
to be "training for social efficiency." and "training for the
wholesome enjoyment of leisure,"
ihus we may trace the development of our present con-
ception of the two -fold aim of English teaching from the report
of the (Jommittee of Jen. "Training for social efficiency," and
enabling the student "to understand the expressed thoughts of
others and to give expression to thoughts of his own," while not
quite identical, are fundamentally the same aims; and likewise,
4. "A Brief Summary of the forthcoming Report of the
national Joint Committee on the reorganization of
r.igh-School ^nelish,"—The English Journal, June,
1916,
5. "The reorganization of English in the Secondary
chools," James Fleming nosic, in educational
Administration and Supervision," Feb., Iyl7.
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"training for the wholesome enjoyment of leisure," and endeavor-
ing "to cultivate (in the pupil) a taste for reading, to give
the pupil some acquaintance v.ith good literature and to furnish
him with the means of extending that acouaintance ' are different
words expressing much the same idea, although again the two are
not identical, xhe modern statement of aims reflects the general
trend of modern educational thought.
jow to what extent have the aims, however expressed,
been attained.'' ir. Snedden expresses the consensus of opinion
in the following words:
"It is asserted on the one hand that the graduates of
our high schools are unable to spell, to write plain prose, or
to express themselves orally with any degree of effectiveness,
it is furthermore contended that in spite of the amount of atten-
tion given to the study of English classics, the graduates of
our hign schools are not interested in good English literature,
nor do they nave adequate standards to guide them in selecting
and making use of good contemporary literature, ihe demands
which the millions of our men and women who have Deen trained
in our secondary schools maice on tne producers of books and mag-
azines are of a low, rather than high, order, iaste and critical
judgment as to things literary, it is asserted, are not yet pro-
6
ducts of the teaching of English in secondary schools."
^raining in English has not enabled the student proper-
ly "to give expression to thoughts of his own," nor has it cul-
6. "Problems of Secondary .education," pp. 170-171.

tivated a taste for reading or given him an acquaintance with
good literature such that he later in life is dissatisfied
with poor, in other words, he is neither socially efficient in
his use of the English language, nor has his training resulted
in the "wholesome enjoyment of leisure." Mence the universal
dissatisfaction represented in our opening statement.
*'he teacher, the pupil, society, the business world,
and the higher educational institution to which the student
goes upon leaving the high school,— all agree with Mr. Snedden
that the efficiency of English teaching is unjustifiably low.
.-here lies the trouDie:'
undoubtedly various factors enter into the situation.
But in the opinion of some a very important reason for this
lack of adequate results is the present method of administering
in one course botn composition anl literature. Along with the
development of the conception of the real significance of the
two-fold aim of English has come a conviction on the part of
some that this two-fold aim demands a dual administration for
the attainment of the respective ends desired.
In a subsequent chapter the grounds upon whicn separa-
tion is advocated will be considered. We will now trace the
tendency towards separation and note the two bases uoon which
separation may be made.
i'he attitude of the Committee of ien is wortny of
note in tnis connection. After stating the two aims already
quoted, the Committee says: " thougn it may be necessary
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to consider these main purposes separately in the report or even
to separate them formally in the statement of a programme, yet
in practice they should never be dissociated in the mind of the
teacner and their mutual dependence should do kept constantly
7
present to the mind of the pupils." :hus was expressed their
firm conviction, that, although English nas two distinct ends,
it is one subject.
Another Quotation will illustrate the manner in which
the unity of English should be accomplished.
"rhetoric, during the earlier part of the high-school
course, connects itself directly, on the one hand, with tne study
of literature, furnishing the student with apparatus for analysis
and criticism, and, on tne other hand, with practice in composi-
tion, acquainting the student with principles and maxims relat-
8
ing to effective discourse.''
ihe extent to which this principle has "been adhered to
may be gatnered from tne "report of a Committee of the national
Jouncil of teachers of English" published in 1^13. by means of
a questionnaire tnis committee learned tnat aDout two thirds of
the schools reporting (from all parts of the country) regarded
the English course as an undivided whole, regarding the rela-
tion between the work in composition and that in literature, tne
report states that "a majority depend upon tne literature read
7. rage bb of the report,
d. ibid, p. ^U.
y. The quotations and information here given were
taken from "^ypes of Organization of aign School
English," unglisn journal, v. 2, p. 575.
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in some way to illustrate or enforce the principles of composi-
tion wnich tney are striving to inculcate. , lmost an equal
numoer base tne composition exercises upon the subject-matter of
the literature."
but while sucn conditions ODtained at tne time of this
investigation, anotner tendency was discovered which reflects
tne recent conception or English as "utilitarian" on tne one
nand, and cultural" on the otner, or as "training for social
efficiency, •' and "training for tne wholesome enjoyment of leisure,
i'he closing paragrapn of the report reads as loilows:
"fernaps tne most striding of tne recent experiments
in organization is tnat of differentiating clearly between the
more utilitarian and the more purely aesthetic aspects of English
study. ihis involves the practice of oral and written exposi-
tion, discussion, historical narrative, and the like, with the
reading of books of similar nature, on tne one hand, and the
reading of poetry, dram, fiction, and essay, with the necessary
accompanying exercises in oral and written reports, descriptions,
stories, dramatizations, verses, and the like, on the other,
Whether this discrimination is accomplished by setting apart
certain days in the week, certain weeks in the term, certain
terms in the course, or even^teachers for each of the two aspects
defined does not so much matter, xhe principle is fundamental
and seems to be gaining supporters."
Among the recommendations submitted to the worth Cen-
tral Association in 1^16 by the "Committee on the reorganization
of the digh School and Definition of the unit" is found the fol-
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lowing, advocation separation, but upon a basis somewhat differ-
ent from the above
:
"It is recommended that the separation of composition
and literature become a more common practice. The Committee
does not deny that there are points of contact between these two
main fields, even though we recognize fully the distinction be-
tween the study of English as training for social efficiency and
as preparation for the enjoyment of leisure, and it allows room
for such contact where it is practicable. But, in general, the
demands on English as a training for social efficiency require
that composition be no longer confined in any large part to
10
themes on literary subjects."
The division here advocated seems practically to iden-
tify composition and "training for social efficiency." But very
evidently, a course dealing with the cultural and artistic phase
of English would include certain types o: expression (composi-
tion) as outlined in a preceding quotation. Also, training for
social efficiency might include the reading of certain books in
addition to expression.
It becomes evident, then, that English may be separated
on either of two bases, the dividing line in one case being
drawn between literature and composition, in the other, between
language as a tool, and language as art. In a general way, the
two may be said to coincide, and it is likely that those advo-
cating separation on the former basis have the latter principle
of division more or less clearly in their minds, riowever, there
10. ffirth Central rroceedings for 1916, p. 200.
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is a distinction which the Committee of the national Council of
11
^eachers of English properly recognized.
This distinction is further revealed, and the correct
line of separation drawn "between language as a tool and language
as art by Kir. Hosio in an article entitled "The Reorganization
12
of English in the Secondary Schools" recently published, in
which he says:
"English as a training for social efficiency should be
distinguished from English as a training for the wholesome enjoy-
ment of leisure. iiftlch ill-placing of emphasis and confusion of
values have resulted from the failure on the part of course makers
and teacners to realize this distinction, whe careful and method-
ical arrangement of words and sentences with the aim of entire
clearness and accuracy, as in a guide book, is an undertaking
decidedly different from the travel-sketch of a man of genius.
The two are unlike in purpose and unlike in method, ihe former
almost anyone can learn to accomplish, ihe latter is possible
only to the few, thougn the attempt to accomplish it has certain
value in developing appreciation on the part of all. The English
course should be so arranged as to couple speaking and writing
for practical purposes with reading of the same character, and
speaking and writing for pleasure and inspiration with the study
of novelists, the playwrights , and the poets."
briefly to recapitulate:
Since the time of the Committee of ien, in the early
11. ! ee above, p. 8
12. "Educational Administration and Supervision," Feb.,
1917,
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90' s the aims of English have been recognized as two -fold. In
subsequent statements of the aims, the line of division has not
been identical, but there has been a fundamental agreement that
English should furnish, on the one hand, a certain equipment for
the correct and clear expression of ideas, and, on the other,
training in the appreciation of literature. '*here is a general
agreement that neither of these aims are realized in a satisfactory
manner. The Committee of 2en desired to accomplish this dual pur-
pose in a single, undifferentiated course in "English." To-day
there is a tendency toward separation into two more or less dis-
tinct courses, each to deal primarily with but one division of
tne subject, whether the separation is made on the basis of com-
position and literature, or "training for social efficiency" and
"preparation for the wholesome enjoyment of leisure."
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II
THE CASE FOR SEPARATION.
..e may therefore regard English as having two distinct
purposes. (1) On the one hand, it aims to furnish the pupil
with a language equipment which shall enable him to express his
ideas with clarity and correctness. -he primary object is the
communication of facts in such a clear and efficient manner that
they may easily be comprehended, but in addition to this "ex-
pressional" purpose, this first aim also includes training in
the ability "to understand the expressed thoughts of others."
In either case, the aim is impersonal, objective, and concerned
in the intellectual content of language, and the form of its ex-
pression whether written or spoken. The logical, analytical,
mechanical, and more purely intellectual powers of the mind are
called into exercise. Among other things, the aim requires in-
struction in and the practice of the rules of punctuation, pen-
manship, spelling, grammar, syntax, sentence and paragraph
structure, the logical organization of thought, the choice of
words for the sake of clarity and exactness,— in fact, here are
included all those elements of language study which make fcr the
efficient communication of ideas.
(2) In the consideration of the first aim of English
teaching, we have endeavored to emphasize its distinctly intel-
lectual, impersonal and mechanical nature, un the other hand,
the second aim is subjective, personal, synthetic (as distinct
from analytical), and appeals to the sensibilities and emotions.
..e come in tnis connection to the study of language as art. Here
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again we find the "expressional" and the "receptive" sides. On
the "receptive" side are involved all those elements which con-
stitute "literary appreciation," such as sense of style, appre-
ciation of rhythm, a feeling for the musical qualities of words,
wealth of imagery, literary imagination, and, in general, the
entire emotional responsiveness to literature. Jhe "expression-
al" side of this division of the aims of English includes train-
ing In the artistic expression of the mood, the personality, the
emotions. ^raining in the technique of literature and knowledge
of literary devices and conventions are only subsidiary consider-
ations in either the "receptive" or "expressional 1 ' sides of this
aim. -he important consideration is the emotional content, as
distinct from tiie intellectual, which, as we have seen, is a
matter of first concern in the first aim discussed.
.lereafter, "Ability A" Will designate the factors in-
volved in the first aim, and "Ability x>" the elements constitut-
ing the second aim.
'^hose who favor the separation of English contend
that these two aims are incompatible in the same course, that
this duality of purpose is fatal to the accomplishment of
either objective, because the abilities and mental qualities in-
volved imply two distinct sets of abilities, requiring for their
attainment correspondingly distinct mental attitudes on the part
of tiie pupil, uoth of which may not be capable of realization
to the same degree in the same pupil, and different mental make-
up in the teacner.
One advocate of separation states his view as fol-
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lows:
"The first difi'iculty which i encounter in approach-
ing the subject as an educational administrator is that under
the head of English we seem now to include two secondary-school
subjects of essentially different character and having unlike
aims; namely, formal ^nglish, and English literature . One re-
sult of this merging of the two different subjects is that the
means and methods of teaching one tend to deflect and neutralize
those appropriate to the other." Because of the unlike natures
of the two he would have different teachers for the two subjects,
xie says: "I strongly believe that as a rule the same person can-
not teach English expression on the one hand, and literature on
the other, with satisfactory results, because, from my point of
view, English expression and English literature for their effec-
tive teacning require methods of treatment, spirit of approach,
and utilization of means which are fundamentally unlike, and
even incompatible with each other."
however, Snedden's proposed division is on the basis
of Composition and Literature rather than the division outlined
above
•
J. Rose Colby of formal university maintains that it
is as logical to teach in the same course composition and any
other subject as composition and literature. She says: "To
teach together as one two subjects whose own natures do not
merge them is at once to introduce confusion and falseness of
aim in each." rhe business of composition is "to put boys and
2. javid Snedden, "Problems of Secondary education",
pp. 170-177.
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girls into the way of getting possession of their thought,
organizing it, and then putting it into words," and not "to make
writers of literature or even literary writers, or even, in the
main, more appreciative readers of literature,"
In Chapter 1 we note the extent to which subjects for
themes are taken from literature and the extent to which the
literature studied is supposed to function in some manner in in-
culcating correct principles of composition; and it is away from
these practices that the new movement tends. To link together
the mechanical and technical phase of English with the cultural
and aesthetic is to kill the spirit of the latter and neutralize
the effects of the former. Such is the position of the "separa-
tists."
Still another reason urged for separation is the pre-
sent failure to recognize these distinguishable abilities in the
grades of tne pupil and the credits he secures in "English."
under the present unit organization a teacher may assign a pass-
ing mark in English" because the pupil manifests a keen inter-
est in and a lively appreciation for literature, although he may
be deficient in his ability to express his thoughts clearly and
correctly, either orally or in writing. Sometimes the reverse
condition may obtain,- the pupil's command of language as a tool
may be perfected to a high degree and the pupil lack the finer
appreciation of literature, of language as art; but, because of
3. -he illinois Association of -eachers of English
oulletin, V. /ill, no. /i. "Shall the Courses
in Jomposition and Literature be uivided:' ies."
It will be observed that ...iss Colby advocates
that separation shall be upon the basis of Com-
position and Literature.
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his accomplishments in the mechanics of English, the teacher
'passes" him in expression and appreciation because he excels in
the former, concerning this situation one writer says: "
it often happens that a boy's apparent success in literature
covers up his real inability to write to such an extent that,
after being passed from course to course, he is finally graduated
4
with a colossal incapacity for self-expression." A grade in
"English," then, gives no exact information regarding the pupil's
attainments,— it may represent accomplishment in either one or in
both of the "sets" of abilities under consideration.
Although in instances a pupil passes on his accomplish-
ment in "B", in the opinion of some who are studying the question,
the grade ordinarily represents the teacher's estimate of the de-
gree to which tne pupil possesses "A" while "B" receives little
attention. By its nature "A" is more amenable to measurement
for grading purposes than "B," Furthermore, not only is "B"
slighted in marking, but too often it receives insufficient em-
phasis in the class-room. Courses in literature, courses which
above all should awaken and develop appreciation, too frequent-
ly are conducted on a formal, critical, minutely analytical basis,
affording little encouragement to the exercise of the emotional
and aestnetic nature.
Also there seems to be lacking in us as Americans that
5
"vital principle of art," which is, according to Vron, "sincerity
e
4. ft, L. filler, "Separating Composition and Litera-
ture in the nigh School," English Journal, v. 3,
p. 500.
5. Vxon, "Aesthetics," Introduction, p. aXV.
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and spontaneity of emotion, 1 and which rro feasor brown has pic-
tured as so highly characteristic of the trench boy in tne
6
iyceet In tnis connection -ir. 0. J. Stevenson, of the university
7
of .oronto, may be quoted.
"Chesterton somewhere tells of a schoolboy who once
read a passage in poetry as if he meant it, while the other boys
in the clasb either giggled or nung their heads in shame; and
the hoy benind, with more presence of mind than the others,
kept calling to him under his breath to 'shut up. 1 .»ith the
teacher it is mucn the same, ^any teacners would rather face
puoiic disgrace tnan De caught Dy their pupils reading a poem
as if tney meant it."
xhe incident here related has of course an mnglisn
setting, but is far from inconceivable as an actual occurrence
in an American class-room.
contrast witn this tne following representation of
tne French attitude toy brown in the book cited above:
'.-he one aim (in reading) is to express an nonest
interpretation. x'he boy nas adequate knowledge of wnat he
reads, and in tne consciousness of this knowledge ho can com-
oine abandon and fitness. Thus it comes about tnat the spirit
as well as tne form of the reading is good, jrUpils read as if
tney were putting all their intelligence and all tneir best
spirit into the ta3Jc. xheir cnaracterist ic rrencn naivete seems
to prevent them from ever suspecting that anybody mignt laugh
7. "xne Old and the new in Literature leaching,"
English Journal, r'eb., 1^14.
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at their enthusiasm or their fidelity in expressing sentiment."
We have stated briefly the case for separation. But
some arguments may be brought forward against the dual organiza-
tion of English. Jot all are agreed that such an organization is
desirable. Some regard the present movement in that direction as
a calamity.
It may be objected tnat the separation of life into two
classes of activities and interests, the utilitarian and the
cultural, is unsound and dangerous. Life should be a well-bal-
anced unity, and education should be directed to the end of
producing such a unity. r2o set one group of interests over
against another in tne manner suggested is to create in the pupil
a wrong attitude toward life.
Again, some may object that the mental life itself is
a unity and not the dual affair wnich the separation into the in-
tellectual and emotional might imply. Psychologists say that the
two are interdependent, that we term an experience "a perception,
an idea, or a memory when the intellectual or cognitive aspect
is predominant, and the same general experience we call a feeling
H
or emotion when the aftective aspect is predominant."
To these objections the reply may be made that the pro-
posed division is not rigid and absolute. Although life is more
or less a unity, it is a unity composed of a variety of interests
and activities. is it illogical to develop these interests sep-
b. "How the French Boy Learns to Write," p. 121.
11. ferkes, "Introduction to Psychology," p. 178.
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arately? Cultural interests need not be suppressed in the train-
ing of "Ability A," but should be subsidiary and incidental.
And would not better results be attained in the development of
appreciation, if, in a distinct course, appreciation and PUP
aesthetics in general received primary consideration, while
training in the technique and the mechanics of language, the
formal or impersonal side of English, are relegated to a course
in which the literal and impersonal attitude is assumed? And
grafting the intimate connection between the emotional and the
intellectual, are psychological principles violated by setting
apart special times and special methods for the cultivation and
expression of special interests?
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III.
"ABILITY B": SHOULD IT RECEIVE TRAINING IN
THE SECONDARY SCHOOL?
out is it desirable that the high school undertake to
develop in the youth of to-day this so-called "Ability B"? This
raises the larger question of art in general. Can the aesthetic
attitude be psychologized? How does it differ from any other
mental activity? Is art a reality, independent of time, place,
and the education of the subject?
For a complete consideration of these problems the
reader is referred to "The Psychology of Beauty" by Ethel D.
Puffer. According to the theory advocated in this book, the seat
of aesthetic emotion is in the organism, and it is the organic
reaction to form, color, light, etc., that lies at the foundation
of all aesthetic thrills. In this consists the objective validity
of art, that it is "founded in the eternal properties of human
nature", deeper than ideas because belonging to "the instinctive,
involuntary part of our nature".
Accordingly it is evident that aesthetic appreciation
is not passive, but active. Puffer says: "This is the essence
of beauty,— the possession of a quality which excites the human
organism to functioning harmonious with its own nature." True,
the author speaks much concerning "the aesthetic repose", but she
explains this repose as a state of equilibrium, a balance of
forces. The activity incited has no objective end. ihere is no
desire to connect the self with the object of beauty, but rather,
the consciousness of self fades and the subject feels himself
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one with the object of his contemplation.
Ihe following quotation from Mies ±mffer illustrates
this point:
"The depth of aesthetic feeling lies not in the worthy-
countryman who interrupts the play with cries for justice on the
villain, but in him who creates the drama again with the poet,
who lives over again in himself each of the thrills of emotion
1
passing before him, and loses himself in their web."
Consider the feelings experienced in observing a cartoon
in which the author has pictured the human head out of all pro-
portion to the rest of the body. When the head is abnormally-
large, we react to the picture by an incipient desire to prop it
up. Contrast with such an experience uiss Puffer's "aesthetic
repose", the balance or equilibrium of forces, the "moment of
unity and Self-completeness", accompanying the contemplation of
an artist's representation of the perfect human form.
7/hile there is no incitement to a motor response which
would act upon the aesthetic situation from without, the organ-
ism incipient ly reacts, or "reverberates" to the entire situa-
tion, reproducing in consciousness the whole range of experiences
represented. Thus we see how, through literature, one is enabled,
as someone has said, "to gain experience vicariously".
Professor ^eatinge of Oxford in his recent book,
"Studies in Education", has attempted empirically to demonstrate
1. Chap. Ill, "The Aesthetic Kepose", p. 7b.

the objective validity of literary appreciation. He calls atten-
tion to tne complex elements entering into literature, rhythm,
meter, rnyme, the color and sound of words, --- and states that
it will be a sign of an underlying artistic principle" (1) if the
literary expert can witn ease surmount the conventions of a lan-
guage quite dissimilar to his own and appreciate the literary
spirit which they embody; (2) if a person untrained in literary
conventions, but of great spiritual insight, can penetrate to the
inner meaning of a great literary masterpiece in his own language.
-"he first condition is met by Lafcadio Hearn's success
in translating Japanese lyrics, his translations show "that the
originals made the true poetic appeal to him". Instances ful-
filling the terms of the latter condition are difficult to find,
Xeatinge admits, but he submits the case of Snarley Bob in Jacks'
s
"Mad Shepherds". Snarley is an "alarming rustic", un^versed in
literary conventions. Yet he manifested unmistakably a keen ap-
preciation of beat's "Ode to a Nightingale" on hearing it read
at a village entertainment. Jae poem affected him strangely. He
fell into a trance-like state of mind from which he started up,
uttering ejaculations and comments upon the poem of a mystical
nature.
It would seem that Keatinge uses as proof a very ques-
tionable instance of an abnormal mind at work. He concludes from
the circumstance:
2. Chap. IV, "Education and Aesthetic"
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"Truly, if our standards of judgment in poetry are a
complex of conventionalities, it is difficult to account for the
stupendous impression made on this rustic. Only on the hypothesis
that this poem was in harmony with the natural trend of his
spiritual development is the whole occurrence intelligible."
r>ut granting the objective validity of art, why should
efforts at aesthetic training be made in our secondary schools
?
A traditional conception of art associates it with general flab-
8
biness of moral fibre, rrofessor ^eatinge gives some figures
which, on the surface, would indicate that aesthetic ability is
an undesirable quality, following are several mental and moral
traits and their respective indices of correlation with aesthetic
feeling
:
hens
Quickness of appreciation - .42
Scope of apprehension - .36
Immediate memory - .3y
Continued memory - .54
Logical inference - .38
Self-confidence - .61
Initiative - .04
Altruism - .13
Jonscientiousness - .08
Sympathy + .57
On the face of the matter, the case for "Ability B w
seems nopeless, but the figures are cased upon teachers' opinions
8. Studies in Education, Chapter IV, p. 74.
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and r'rofessor ^eatinge explains the situation, granting that it
exists, largely on the ground that art is "seldom cultivated by
the mojet strenuous pupils, or taught and encouraged by the more
strenuous masters". "Feeble boys who have fallen out of line
and shrink: from sports, feebly cultivate tho art in seclusion
9
under specialists who are not important members of the staff."
Instead of considering art as in itself injurious to
character, he strongly recommends it as a very efficient in-
strument of emotional training. It is the nature of feeling to
seek expression, and by a training in fine arts an outlet of the
highest type is provided. I Proper training in art appreciation
and art production piaces the individual in possession of a
source of emotional expression for all time, iveatinge thinks
that the "listlessness and stupid indifference that in our own
day so often characterizes middle age" may be traced to a block-
ing of the natural outlets of feeling which in the middle ages
produced in solitaires that state of mind called "acedia" by
tne theologians of the time. ihe emotional stream is choked
and sluggish. "3y instruction in and fostering the apprecia-
tion of works of art we produce the channels by which, in middle
life, when the springs of the more primitive feelings tend to
weaken, leaving an unwholesome state of placidity or irritabil-
ity, a reservoir of feeling is maintained which will enrich
9. It should be borne in mind that the author is
here referring to conditions in England.
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every department of mental and spiritual life."
Further, notwithstanding the fact that some in the
past have opposed art on moral grounds, and although students
in the art schools of Europe are inclined to immorality, Xeat-
inge contends that art and morality are not inherently antagon-
istic. In the mental life, two extremes must be avoided,—the
intellectual, attended by conceit, skepticism, cynicism, intol-
erance, and hypercrit icism; and the emotional, characterized by
languor, sensuousness, and "tumultous explosiveness". A happy
medium is attained in a heightened sense of duty. The motive
in art should be social service, not merely selfish pleasure.
.Aorality and aesthetic must be fused. "When the next step is
taken, when the sanction of artistic expression which at first
has been duty to society, becomes merged in religious duty, the
danger vanishes." A further safeguard is found in a rigorous
training in the technique of art, through which the feelings be-
come organized and thereby self-control is secured. Professor
Xeatinge insists upon work— "The lounger, not the worker, is
in danger.
"
In a recent article in the English Journal we find
the following statement:
"Through the new movement (in English) we have come
to see that in the very nature of things not all pupils will
like English, in all or any of its branches; that fifty percent
ani orobably more of the boys and girls in our high schools will
not like literature, nor will they enjoy artistic expression in
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any form. 'I'hey will be the workers of the world, with their
10
minds divinely democratized."
Is this a desirable state of affairs? Is it impossible
to have it otherwise in a democracy? This problem of the rela-
tion of art to democracy has been considered by iVEr. Davies in
11
"Art in Education and Life." Davies sees in art a safeguard
against the danger of extreme industrialism, a danger with which
we are threatened, xhe purpose of education in a democracy is
/"to give all the people as complete an outfit of habits and
ideals, as, under the limitations of human nature and social life,
is possible," He urges strongly that the entire man be recognized
in our educational policy. 'Man is "more than a' being endowed
with thought and reason; he has feelings, and these are often
more decisive in determining his conduct, and even his material
success, in life, than his powers of thought." The prevalent
democratic ideal is in fault because it is unideal. "Our aim has
been the blind one of success rather than the realization of
ideals; it is strenuous rather than complete living that has so
f r occupied our attention and bids fair to do for some time to
come •
"
But are art and democracy compatible? In reply to the
argument that they are not, on the ground of the different spirit
and ideal-, the lack of the emotional and artistic atmosphere in
a democracy, Mr. Davies answers that, applied to the current ideal!
10. Elmer W. Smith, "The Advance Movement in English,"
English Journal, January 1917.
11. More especially Chapter /I, "Democracy and Art."
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of democracy, the argument possesses a kernel of truth. But
the argument does not stand against democracy "as such " but against
" all forms of social life, in s_o far as they do not provide the
necessary educational conditions for its development in the
nation .
"
In his opinion, aesthetic training would transform and
elevate the current democratic ideal. He says: " the
education of the people's taste for beauty and perfection in art
and work should bring about a more disinterested and unselfish
attitude towards the problems of life, by opening to them sources
of happiness which do not depend on their effort or money."
Among other things, art should "relieve the excessive
strain of life," affect the morals and manners of the people, and
influence for the better politics and industry.
L'hus far, we have considered the dual aim of English and
the alleged consequent desirability of separation, the natures of
the respective abilities involved with special emphasis upon
"Ability B , " and some reasons justifying its receiving attention
in the high school. Vie now turn to a more practical study of the
problem, --an experimental investigation based upon tests devised
for the purpose of measuring "Ability B" in high-school pupils.
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IV.
MEASURING "ABILITY B"
Granting the two distinct aims of English, and the cor-
respondingly distinct psychological processes involved, what bear-
ing have these factors upon the individual pupil? May we expect
to find some pupils, presumably of a logical, analytical, "literal'
mental make-up, able to excel in those lines included under "A",
but who rank very low in the more aesthetic and emotional elements
of English? On the other hand, are there those of an artistic,
highly emotional temperament, who are deficient in the more ana-
lytical and logical elements of English, but who keenly appreciate
and readily respond to language as art?
To the end of answering these questions an attempt to
devise a method of measuring literary appreciation has been made.
In this chapter will be found a series of five tests, which, with
the exception of the first, represent the combined efforts of the
Johnston -Principals' Club, The English teachers of the schools
represented in the Olub, and the writer. The tests were designed
to measure certain elements into which it was thought "Ability tfw
could be resolved. Literary appreciation seems to be composed of
such factors (among others) as sense of rhythm, appreciation of
the musical qualities of words and phrases, sense of style, and
the emotional response to the author's mood. These elements are
by no means distinct and unrelated entities, but shade into each
other to form tne general composite wnich we have termed "Ability
a".
The task of exploring the emotional nature is a delicate
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one. To devise teata which in application will reduce to a mini-
mum the influence of "Ability A" and call into fullest play
"Ability Bw , is difficult in the extreme. The tests here sub-
mitted leave much to be desired, but represent the results of
careful consideration of the principles involved and the revi-
sion and reconstruction of proposed methods. It is to be hoped
that some advance has been made in the direction of establishing
standards for the measurement of that much neglected phase of
English attainment, literary appreciation.
The tests will be considered in order.
Por Part I we are indebted to Professor Thorndike. m
the November (1916) number of the Journal of Educational Psycho-
logy appeared different proposed methods of testing aesthetic
appreciation, among which was a teat of the "Appreciation of the
Quality of a Line of Poetry Written to Complete a Couplet, the
Pirst Line iieing viiven". Prom this we have selected for our pur-
pose the six sections designated by Thorndike A I primary, 13 I,
C II interspaced, D II, E II, and P III, and appearing in the
following tests as (1), (II), (III), (IV), (V), and (VI), respec-
tively.
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PART I.
Name Age. . .Year. . .School Sec. . •
Below are given the first lines of six couplets. Follow-
ing each of these six lines are seven possible choices of
second lines to complete the couplets. Indicate your first
and second choices in each group by placing "1" and "2" in the
parentheses opposite the appropriate lines.
(I)
First Line-
But still he only saw and did not share,
( ) a. His saddened heart still wandering was not there.
( ) b. Though longing to join her did not dare.
( ) c. He could not tell us what he did there.
( ) d. He feared his virgin deed to do and dare.
( ) e. Her varied toil, her deep and heavy care.
( ) f. He merely felt; but did not care.
( ) g. The other's pleasure, nor did he care.
(II)
First Line-
What she has done no tears can wash away,
( ) a. The memory of her deeds will ne'er decay.
( ) b. What she has done nothing can make her forget.
( ) c. Who now do weep did not her footsteps stay.
( ) d. Men oft are stong, but passions sway.
( ) e. No grief efface the evil of that day.
( ) f. Hor penitence atone for, however deep.
( ) g. F.or can the forces of the earth repay.
(Ill)
First Line-
Old scenes of glory, times long cast behind,
f ) a. Rise fresh into the memory once dim.
( ) b. Appear once more and calm my wand 'ring mind.
( ) c. Unfurled with battle flag and brought to mind.
( ) d. Portray their pictures in the canvass of our minds.
( ) e. Came from the hazy past slowly o'er his mind.
( ) f. In rapid course passed through his fevered mind.
( ) g. His soul still yearns for, to prove again his power.
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PART I. (Continued)
(IV)
First Line-
Kind self-conceit to some her glass applies,
) a. A potion sometimes of too great size,
) b. But appears the same to no one else's eyes.
) o. Their smiling face with gladsome heart replies.
) d. That truth and reality may appear.
) e. To others vain regret and patience tries.
) f. Causing many mortals to believe her lies.
) g. With roguish laugh and mischief in her eyes.
(V)
First Line-
As clocks to weights their nimble motion owe,
) a. So from our souls do prompted actions flow.
) b. So we, our rapid progress, to the strength of those
who row.
) c. So we to Life owe ours.
) d. Because of burdens men the steadier go.
) e. Ships on the sea by some power go.
) f. So heavy spirits make the mind to go.
) g. Perhaps we too by faults may faster grow.
(VI)
First Line-
The forests dance, the rivers upward rise,
( ) a. To meet the sun as he mounts the skies.
( ) b. In frenzied gladness toward the darkened skies.
( ) c. And joyous songsters flit through sunlit skies.
( ) d. The birds awake and earth is paradise.
( ) e. The buds do bloom, all nature welcomes spring.
( ) f. And we must move, or else encounter flies.
( ) g. When the winds blow and the rain downward flies.
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This test was constructed on the following plan.
Single lines of verse were sumbitted to several persons
who were asked to write for each line a second, which, taken with
the first line, should form a couplet. The lines lettered a, b, c,
etc., accordingly represent attempts to construct such a couplet.
These lines were graded by several judges "of general intelligence"
whose amalgamated judgments were then used to establish a stand-
ard by which to estimate the amount of appreciation exhibited by
others' attempts to rank these lines.
Professor Thorndike's method of setting up a criterion
is open to criticism. To set up as a standard by which to measure
literary appreciation the judgments of a conglomerate group of in-
dividuals "of general intelligence,"—meaning students with no
specific aesthetic training
—
presages ill for the individual of
high aesthetic tastes who may be measured hy such a standard.
Professor Johnston, of the University of Illinois, sub-
mitted those sections of Mr. Thorndike's test here presented to
several language experts"
1
" for their rankings according to their
judgment of literary value, j'rom the rankings thus obtained a
second standard was established. Below are given the two standards
for comparison. To find the rank of a certain line, --line "c" in
Series V", for example,—follow the horizontal column from "C" to
the vertical column under "V." The first figure represents
professor Thorndike's ranking, the second, Professor Johnston's.
1. -'acuity-members of the English and other
language departments of the University of
Illinois.
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I II III IV V VI
a 2 2 2 2 6 4 6 6 2 2 4 4
b 6 6 7 7 1 2 4 5 5 6 3 3
c 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 2 7 5 1 1
d 4 3 5 6 4 5 7 7 1 1 2 2
e 1 1 1 1 5 6 5 3 6 7 6 5
f 5 4 6 5 2 1 3 4 4 3 7 7
S 3 5 4 3 7 7 1 1 3 4 5 6
A study of the two rankings reveals a higher degree of
correlation than might be expected. In the first series the two
standards agree that lines "e" and "a" rank first and second
respectively, and that "b" and M c" rank sixth and seventh. In the
second series (II) there is agreement regarding the first two and
the last. In Series III the first and second are interchanged,
while the two agree upon the third and last. This is the only
series in which there is a disagreement in the first two. In
Series IV as in Series I there is agreement regarding the first
two and the last two, while in Series V only the first two are
identical for each standard. 'Jhe standards most nearly agree in
the last series, where the first four and the last one are the
same for each.
Aside from this criticism of the method employed in set-
ting up a standard of measurement, others may be added against the
test itself from the replies of the language experts, some of whom
expressed their disfavor with such attempts to exploit the aesthe-
tic nature of high-school pupils. A few excerpts from their com-
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raunications may be enlightening.
Here is one in whose opinion "Ability B" is not the
prime factor involve.! in tne test.
"In the first place what is the finger print test for
'esthetic judgment'? Is mine the same as yours? What do you
mean?
"In the second place 'literary value' depends on a
thousand things, all of them indefinite and highly personal in
their appeal and effect.
"And finally this does not seem to me either a test for
literary values or for esthetic appreciation. It is rather a
matter of counting beats and syllables; of fitting line to line
to make sense and the meter meanwhile undergoes eclipse; --or of
avoiding assonance and procuring rhyme."
Another, pathetic in its tone:
"I have attempted to rank these lines, but as there is
almost no aesthetic reaction, I find the task difficult."
Still others had difficulty in being esthetically
aroused. According to one, "even the first lines are quite with-
out literary value." Another says: "It seems to me futile to
split hairs over degrees of badness in artistic feeling." Others
object that the lines do not make sense. For example, one writes:
"The Thorndike test on which you wish ray 'judgment of literary
values' s^ems to me to be distinguished by two features: it lacks
all literary value, anl it includes many lines of nonsense."
Another has "no preference of the one over the other," "where
couplets are nonsense or boredom."
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The list of such quotations could be extended, but
already the three fundamental objections to the tests have been
sufficiently emphasized, --- that the lines possess no literary
value, are lacking in sense, and involve the exercise of "Ability
A" instead of "Ability 3".
In justice to Mr. ?horndike it must be added that he
explicitly states that the test is a tentative one until the
merits or defects of the plan are discovered.
He says:
"If the test in general proves useful, lines with ex-
actly equal steps of difference can be provided by having many
lines written and ranked by judges whose competence is beyond
dispute."
One of the fundamental elements in the appreciation of
poetry is sense of rhythm. According to Professor Bassett it is
through metre and rhythm that the feeling of the poem is commun-
p
icated. According to Puffer, when the rhythm of poetry or per-
fect prose is felt, every sensation of sound sends through the
organism "a diffusive wave of nervous energy". She says, "I am
3
the rhythm because I imitate it in myself."
Now does everyone organically respond or reverberate to
rhythm in the manner suggested by Miss Puffer? If so, do some
respond more readily than do others? Evidently we are not all the
s-jsae in this respect. There are those who have difficulty in
2. A Handbook of Oral Rea.ling, p. 164.
3. Psychology of rseauty, p. 12.
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marching "In time" or "keeping step" to music. In watching the
performance of a calisthenics class one may notice certain per-
sons who are unable to act in unison with the others. It may be
assumed with considerable certainty that their lack of ability
properly to co-ordinate their motor adjustments is due to a lack
of rhythmical sense, they do not organically respond to the
rhythm of the movements.
Acting upon a suggestion given by Mr. Chubb in his
"Teaching of English", a test was devised by which it was hoped
the responsiveness of this rhythmical sense could be determined.
..Ir. Chubb suggests writing poetry as prose and having the pupils
designate the line lengths. In this connection it may be inter-
esting and also illuminating to call attention to the distinction
between prose and poetry which the great exponent and reputed
founder of utilitarianism made. According to Mir. Bentham, the
unique difference between the two is that in the case of prose
only the last line stops before the edge of the page. The only
difference, in other words, is in the typographical form. This
difference has been eliminated in the following test. Selections
of poetry (blank verse) copied in the typographical form of prose,
have been promiscuously mixed with passages of bona fide prose.
Une classification of these according to prose and poetry is out
of the question for individuals as bereft of rhythmical sense as
Mr. Bentham, especially in view of the fact that absence of rime
in the selections of verse further obliterates poetical distinc-
tions.
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PART II.
Name Age. • .Year. • .School Sec
Following are several passages all of which have "been cop-
ied in the form of prose. But some of these in their original
arrangement were in the form of poetry, that is
,
in verse of
line form.
Read the selections carefully--several times if necessary-
and see which (if any) you prefer to read in lines as you read
poetry. In other words, with which passages do you naturally
accommodate your reading to verse form?
Check (in the vacant parentheses) these which you feel should
or could properly he written in verse form as poetry. If there
are some selections concerning which you have no preference and
cannot tell whether they are suitable to verse form, indioate
the fact by a question mark (?) instead of a check.
( ) 1. ' Twas an afternoon in summer; very hot and still the
air was, very smooth the gliding river, motionless the sleeping
shadows: insects glistened in the sunshine, insects skated on
the water, filled the drowsy air with buzzing, with a far re-
sounding war-cry.
( ) £. At first a dusky wreath they seem to rise, scarce stain-
ing ether; but by fast degrees, in heaps on heaps, the doubling
vapour sailed along the loaded sky, and mingling deep, sits on
the horizon round, a settled gloom: not such as wintry storms
on mortals shed, oppressing life; but lovely, gentle, kind, and
full of every hope and every joy, the wish of Nature.
( ) 3. But justice is not this halt and miserable object!
It is not the portentous phantom of despair; it is not like any
fabled monster, formed in the eclipse of reason, and found in
some unhallowed grove of superstitious darkness and political
dismay!
( ) 4. In that delightful lan"' which is washed by the Dela-
ware's waters, guarding in sylvan shades the name of Perm the
apostle, stands on the banks of its beautiful stream the city
he founded. There all the air is balm, and the peach is the
emblem of beauty, and the streets still re8cho the names of the
trees of the forest, as if they fain would appease the Dryads
whose haunts they molested.
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PART II. (Continued)
( ) 5. Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness, some boundless
contiguity of shade, where rumour of oppression and deceit, of
unsuccessful or successful war, might never reach me morel
My ear is pained, my soul is sick with every day's report of
wrong and outrage with which earth is filled. There is no
flesh in man's obdurate heart, it does not feel for man; the
natural bond of brotherhood is severed as the flax that falls
asunder at the touch of fire.
( ) 6. Green fields, and glowing rock, and glancing streamlet,
all slope together in the sunshine towards the brows of the ra-
vines, where the pines take up their own dominion of saddened
shade; and with everlasting roar in the twilight, the stronger
torrents thunder down pale from the glaciers, filling all their
chasms with enchanted cold, beating themselves to pieces against
the great rocks that they have themselves cast down.
( ) 7. Who that has languished, even in advanced life, in sick-
ness and despondency, who that has pined on a weary bed in the
neglect and lonliness of a foreign land; but has thought on the
mother "that looked on his childhood," that smoothed his pillow
and administered to his helplessness. Ohi there is an endur-
ing tenderness in the love of a mother to a son that transcends
all other affections of the heart.
( ) 8. But when chill blust'ring winds, or driving rain, forbid
my willing feet, be mine the hut that from the mountain's side
views wilds, and swelling floods.
( ) 9. Thou kingly spirit throned among the hills, thou dread
ambassador from earth to heaven, great hierarch.' tell thou the
silent sky, and tell the stars, and tell yon rising sun, Earth,
with her thousand voices, praises God.
( ) 10. Lo, it is summer—almight summer! The everlasting
gates of life and summer are thrown open wide; and on the ocean,
tranquil and verdant as a savannah, the unknown lady from the
dreadful vision and I myself are floating!
( ) 11. There lies the port; the vessel puffs her sail; there
gloom the dark broad seas. My mariners, souls that have toil-
ed, and wrought, and thought with me,—that ever with a frolic
welcome took the thunder and the sunshine, and opposed free
hearts, free foreheads, you and I are old; old age hath yet his
honour and his toil; death closes all; but something ere the
end, some work of noble note, may yet be done, not unbecoming
men that strove with Gods.
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PART II. (Continued)
( ) 12. That mist which lies in the morning so softly in the
valley, level and white, through which the tops of the trees
rise as if through an inundation,—why is it so heavy; and why
does it lie so low, being yet so thin and frail that it will
melt away utterly into splendor of morning, when the sun has
shone on it but a few moments more?
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Another element which plays an important part In the
appreciation of literature is euphony or the sound of language.
4
Under euphony is included, according to Hunt, "all that pertains
to poetic sound— to the way in which poetry strikes the ear and
appeals through that medium, to the poetic sense within us."
The exercises in Part III were designed to test the
pupil's sense of euphony. Pairs of selections, the members of
which differ to a greater or less degree in euphonic merit, are
submitted to his aesthetic judgment.
He is also asked to "designate those selections the
sound of which seems especially adapted to the thought conveyed."
Since the construction of the test it has been decided that the
addition of this second part was a mistake. Confusion is likely
to arise from including the two tests in one. This part of the
test was often omitted in administering, and almost universally
disregarded in rating the results.
4. Studies in Literature and Style, p. 163.
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.fAET III.
Name Age. . .Year. . .School Sec
.rielow are ten pairs of selections and sentences, ihe
members of each pair are designated "a" and "b." In each case,
which selection, "a" or "b," sounds better or is more aggree-
able to your ear? Record your preferences by placing the ap-
propriate letter in the parentheses at the left of the numerals.
Should you have no preference, indicate the fact by a dash in-
stead of a letter.
In the parentheses at the right of the numerals designate
those selections the sound of which seems expecially adapted to
the thought conveyed.
( ) 1 ( )
a. Ihe moan of doves in immemorial elms
And murmuring of innumerable bees.
b. Sing on, dearest brother, warble your ready song.
Loud human song, with voice of uttermost woe.
( ) 2 ( )
a. At midnight, in the month of June,
I stand beneath the mystic moon.
• An opiate vapor, dewey, dim,
Exhales from out her golden rim,
And, softly dripping, drop by drop,
Upon the quiet mountain top.
Steals drowsily and musically
Into the universal valley.
b. powerful western fallen stari
shades of night— moody, tearful nighti
great star disappeared— the black murk that hides
the stari
cruel hands that hold me powerless— helpless soul
of me I
harsh surrounding cloud that will not free ray souli
( ) 3 ( )
a. Wide smiling skies shine bright.
b. "hen midnight's all a glimmer and noon a purple glow.
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PART III. (Continued)
( ) 4 ( )
a. The long lorn dune and lazy plunging sea
b. The gas up blazes with its bright white light.
( ) 5 ( )
a. "We two," she said, "will seek the groves
Where lady Mary is,
With her five handmaidens, whose names
Are five sweet symphonies,
—
Cecily, Gertrude, Magdalen,
Margaret, and Hosalys."
b. Burkely, Hunt, Willard, Hosmer, Merriam, Flint
Possessed the land which rendered to their toil
Hay, corn, roots, hemp, flax, apples, wool, and wood.
( ) 6 ( )
a. Three sisters they are of one mysterious household; and
their paths are wide apart.
b. He had completely lost his voice and had ever since been
little better than a cracked fiddle.
( ) 7 ( )
a. Dressed in the fashion of another age.
b. Clad in the beauty of a thousand stars.
( ) 8 ( )
a. In distant countries I have been
And yet I have not often seen
A healthy man, a man full grown
Weep in the public roads alone.
But such a one on English ground,
And in the broad highway I met
;
Along the broad highway he came,
His cheeks with tears were wet.
Sturdy he seemed, though he was sad,
And in his arms a lamb he had.
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PAST III. (Continued)
( ) 8 ( )
Id. Behold her single in the field,
Yon solitary Highland lass J
Reaping and singing "by herself.
Stop here, or gently pass!
Alone she cuts and binds the grain,
And sings a melancholy strain;
listen] for the vale profound
Is overflowing with the sound.
( ) 9 ( )
a. Obey the order when issued, and don't be satisfied
with merely listening, deceiving yourselves.
b. Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only,
deluding your own selves.
( ) 10 ( )
a. "'Twas thou that smooth' d'st the rough rugg'd bed of
pain."
b. "Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man."
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Part IV is an exercise in the discrimination of style.
Perhaps to some, who conceive of literary style as an author's
conventional manner of expression, the inclusion of such a test
for "Ability B" will need some justification. Style is more than
convention, "Style is the man". An author's style is the
revelation of his personality, and, according to Professor Davies,
the personal equation is the ultimate equation in art. Purther-
more, as outlined by the same author, the study of style clearly
involves the exercise of the qualities included under "B".
"Style is a purely literary question to be studied in
a literary way, by ear, by emotional sympathy, by aesthetic ap-
5
preciation, by personal selection and assimilation."
It has been difficult, in the space and time available
for the tests, adequately to represent the respective styles of
the authors represented. Purthermore, the selection of passages
by literary exports is highly desirable. But upon oareful study
I believe that the worth of the tests here presented will be
evident. While the selections in every case are not the most
typical of the author concerned, an effort has been made to select
passages from the same author which are similar in style. 'Jhe
pupil is not asked to name the autnor, only to indicate those
selections whose similarity of style justifies their assignment
to the same author. It will be noticed that in each group the
names of the authors are given. Por more advance! students whoA
to connect the passages with the appropriate authors, the inser-
5. professor Javies , "Art in education and Life",
p. 157.
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tion of the names has proved a stumbling block. It is less
likely that younger students, whose literary acquaintance is
limited, have difficulty in this respect.
Following is the test.
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PART IV.
Name Age. • .Year. . .School Sec
Below are four groups of three selections each. Two of
the selections in any one group are by the same author. The
authors of each group are indicated. Read the passages care-
fully and decide on the basis of similarity of style (not of
subject matter) which two in each group represent the same au-
thorship. Record your decisions by checking the two you would
ascribe to the same author.
GROUP I. Authors: Dr. Johnson, Isaiah.
( ) 1. And thorns shall come up in her palaces, nettles and
brambles in the fortresses thereof: and it shall be an habita-
tion of dragons, and a court for owls. The wild beasts of the
desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island, and
the satyr shall cry to his fellow; the screech owl also shall
rest there, and find for herself a place of rest. There shall
the great owl make her nest, and lay, and hatch, and gather
under her shadow: there shall the vultures be gathered, every
one with her mate.
( ) 2. For as the rain coraeth down, and the snow from heaven,
and returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and maketh
it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower, and
bread to the eater: so shall my word be that goeth forth out of
my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, but it shall accom-
plish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing
whereto I sent it. For ye shall go out with joy, and be led
forth with peace: the mountains and the hills shall break forth
before you into singing, and all the trees of the field shall
clap their hands.
( ) 5. It is the business of moralists to detect the frauds of
fortune, and to show that she imposes upon the careless eye by a
quick succession of shadows, which will shrink to nothing in the
grip, that she disguises life in extrinsic ornaments, which
serve only for show, and are laid aside in the hours of sol tude
and of pleasure; and that when greatness aspires either to fe-
licity or wisdom, it shakes off those distinctions which dazzle
the gazer and awe the supplicant.
GROUP II. Authors: Macaulay, Washington Irving.
( ) 1. The difference between the greatest and the meanest of
mankind seemed to vanish, when compared with the boundless in-
terval which separated the whole race from Him on whom their
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eyes were constantly fixed. They recognized no title to super-
iority but his favor; and, confident of that favor, they despis-
ed all the accomplishments and all the dignities of the world.
If they were unacquainted with works of philosophers and poets,
they were deeply read in the oracles of God. If their names
were not found in the registers of heralds, they were recorded
in the Book of Life. ' If their steps were not accompanied by a
splendid train of menials, legions of ministering angel« had
charge over them. Their palaces were houses not made with
hands, their diadems crowns of glory which should never fade
away. On the rich and the eloquent, on nobles and priests,
they looked down with contempt; for they esteemed themselves
rich in a more precious treasure and eloquent in a more sublime
language, nobles by the right of an earlier creation and priests
by the imposition of a mightier hand.
( ) 2. Then came those days, never to be recalled without a
blush, the days of servitude without loyality and sensuality
without love, of dwarfish talents and gigantic vices, the para-
dise of cold hearts and narrow minds, the golden age of the
coward, the bigot, and the slave. The king cringed to his ri-
val that he might trample on his people, and sank into a vice-
roy of France, and pocketed, with complacent infamy, her degrad-
ing insults, and her more degrading gold.
( ) 3. The brothers were tall, and elegantly formed. They
were dressed fashionably but simply; with strict neatness and
propriety, but without any mannerisms or foppishness. Their
whole demeanor was easy and natural, with that lofty grace and
noble frankness which bespeak freeborn souls that have never
been checked in their growth by feelings of inferiority. There
is a healthy hardiness about real dignity, that never dreads
contact and communion with others, however humble. It is only
spurious pride that is morbid and sensitive, and shrinks from
every touch.
GROUP III. Authors: Emerson, Ruskin.
( ) 1. It seems as if the day was not wholly profane, in which
we have given heed to some natural object. The fall of snow-
flakes in a still air, preserving to each crystal its perfect
form; the blowing of sleet over a wide sheet of water, and over
plains; the waving rye field; the mimic waving of acres of
houstonia, whose innumerable florets whiten and ripple before
the eye; the reflections of trees and flowers in glassy lakes;
the musical steaming odorous south wind, which converts all
trees to wind-harps; the crackling and spurting of hemlock in
the flames, or of pine logs, which yield glory to the walls and
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faces in the sitting room, --these are the music and pictures of
the most ancient religion.
f ) 2. j? lar up the glen the sky is seen through the
openings in the (trees), thin with excess of light; and, in its
clear, consuming flame of white space, the summits of the rocky
mountains are gathered into solemn crown and circlets, all
flushed in that stransre, faint silence of possession by the sun-
shine which has in it so deep a melancholy; full of power, yet
as frail as shadows; lifeless, like the walls of a sepulchre,
yet beautiful in tender fall of crimson folds, like the veil of
some sea spirit that lives and dies as the foam flashes; fixed
on a perpetual throne; stern against all strength, lifted above
all sorrow, and yet effaced and melted utterly into the air by
that last sunbeam that has crossed to them from between the two
golden clouds.
( ) 3. ^reen fields and glowing rocks, and glancing streamlet,
all slope together in the sunshine towards the brows of the ra-
vines, where the pines take up their own dominion of saddened
shade; and with everlasting roar in the twilight, the stronger
torrents thunder down pale from the glaciers, filling all their
chasms with enchanted cold, beating themselves to pieces against
the great rocks that they have themselves cast down.
^ROUP IV. Authors: Emerson, Poe.
I ) 1. She whom i loved in youth, and of whom l now pen calmly
and distinctly these remembrances, was the sole daughter of the
only sister of my mother long departed. Eleanora was the name
of my cousin. We had always dwelled together, beneath a trop-
ical sun in the Valley of the iAany-Golored urass. no unguided
footstep ever came upon that vale; for it lay far away up among
a range of giant hills that hung beetling around about it, shut-
ting out the sunlight from its sweetest recesses, wo path was
trodden in its vicinity; and, to reach our happy nome, there
was a need of putting back, with force, the foliage of many
tnousands of forest trees, and of crushing to death the glories
of many millions of fragrant flowers. Vhus it was that we lived
all alone, knowing notning of tne world without the valley,— I,
and my cousin, and hor mother.
l ; 2. We penetrate oodily this incredible beauty; we lip our
nands in this painted element; our eyes are bathed in these
lights and forms. A holiday, a villeggiatura, a royal revel,
the proudest, most neart-rejoicing festival that valor and
beauty, power and taste, ever decked and enjoyed, establishes
on tne instant, ihese sunset clouds, these delicately emerg-
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ing stars, with their private and ineffable glances, signify it
and proffer it.
( ) 3. "The waters of the river have a saffron and sickly hue;
and they flow not onwards to the sea, but palpitate forever and
forever beneath the red eye of the sun with a tumultous and con-
vulsive motion. For many miles on either side of the river's
oozy bed is a pale desert of gigantic water-lilies. They sigh
one unto the other in that solitude, and stretch towards the
heaven their long and ghastly necks , and nod to and fro their
everlasting heads. And there is an indistinct murmur which
cometh out from among them like the rushing of subterrene water.
And they sigh one unto the other."
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It was the opinion of those studying the problem of
measuring "Ability B" that among the tests should be one attempt-
ing to measure the emotional responsiveness to sensuous material.
Such responsiveness necessarily depends upon the pupil's powers
of imagery,-- visual, auditory, olfactory, tactual, and perhaps,
to a less degree, gustatory and kinaesthetic . To test such powers
of imagery in students of high-school age is difficult, owing
largely to the necessity of introspection. An adaptation of Sea-
shore's test for mental images was used, but little reliance was
placed in the results which accordingly were not included in the
subsequent computations.
The last test (Part VI) is designed to determine the
emotional responsiveness of the pupil to the author's mood and
his general reaction to the emotional appeal of literature.
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Name Age. . .Year. . .School Seo
Place in the blank space opposite the following adjectives,
the number of those passages to which the respective adjectives
are applicable.
majestic reverent awful. .
.
joyous sad gay
horrible optimistic solemn. .
,
fearful grewsome pitiful.
wierd sombre glad.
faith-inspiring trustful quiet. .
reposeful .animated elated. .
.
sorrowful elevated soothing,
warlike stirring
Some of the selections may have aroused in you some feel-
ings or emotions not represented by any of the above. If so,
indicate them here •
Some of the -passages may not have appealed to your feel-
ings and emotions at all. If so, which were they?
1. Hot a drum was heard, not a funeral note,
As his corse to the rampart we hurried;
Not a soldier discharged his farewell shot,
O'er the grave where our hero we buried.
7/e buried him darkly at dead of night,
The sods with our bayonets turning,
3y the struggling moonbeam's misty light
And tne lantern dimly burning.
8. Then sing, ye birds, sing, sing a joyous songi
And let the young lambs bound
As to the tabor's sound!
We in thought will join your throng.
Ye that pipe and ye that playi
Ye that through your hearts to-day
Peel the gladness of the May
I
3. God of our fathers, known of old,
Lord of our far-flung battle-line,
-eneath whose awful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest we forget—lest we forget!
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The tumult and the shouting dies;
The captains and the kings depart:
Still stands Thine ancient sacrifice,
An humhle and a contrite heart.
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest we forget—lest we forget.'
4. I had a dream, which was not all a dream.
The bright sun was extinguish' d, and the stars
Did wander darkling in the eternal space,
Rayless, and pathless, and the icy earth
Swung blind and blackening in the moonless air;
Morn came and went--and came, and brought no day,
And men forgot their passion in the dread
Of this their desolation; and all hearts
Were chill 'd into a selfish prayer for light:
And they did live by watchfires—and the thrones,
The palaces of crowned kings—the huts,
The habitations of all things which dwell,
Were burnt for beacons; cities wer? ^nsumed,
And men were gather 'd round their blazing homes
To look once more into each other's face.
A fearful hope was all the world contain 'd.
5. Sweet and low, sweet and low,
Wind of the western sea,
Low, low, breathe and blow,
Wind of the western sea.'
Over the rolling waters go,
Come from the dying moon, and blow,
Blow him again to me;
While my little one, while my pretty one sleeps.
6. Thou too, hoar Mount! with thy sky-pointing peaks,
Oft from whose feet the avalanche, unheard,
Shoots downward, glittering through the pure serene.
Into the depth of clouds that veil thy heart
Thou, too, again, stupendous Mountain.' thou
That as I raise my head, awhile bowed low
In adoration, upward from thy base
Slow traveling with dim eyes suffused with tears,
Solemnly seemest, like a vapory cloud,
To rise before me—Rise, ever rise!
Rise like a cloud of incense, from the earth!
Thou kingly Spirit throned among the hills,
Thou dread ambassador from earth to heaven,
Great Hierarchy tell thou the silent sky.
And tell the stars, and tell yon rising sun,
Earth with her thousand voices, praises God.
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7. Lead, kindly Light, amid the encircling gloom,
Lead thou me on!
The night is dark, and I am far from home,
Lead thou me onl
Keep thou my feet; I do not ask to see
The distant scene,— one step enough for me.
So long thy power hath blessed me, sure it still
Will lead me on;
O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till
The night is gone;
And with the morn those angel faces smile
Which I have loved long since, and lost awhile.
8.
9.
One more unfortunate,
Weary of breath
,
Rashly importunate,
Gone to her death]
Take her up tenderly,
Lift her with care
Pashion'd so slenderly,
Young, and so fair J
Look at her garments
Clinging like cerements;
Whilst the wave constantly
Drips from her clothing;
Take her up instantly,
Loving, not loathing]
It was night, and the rain fell; and, falling, it was
rain, but having fallen, it was blood. And I stood in the
morass among the tall lilies, and the rain fell upon my head-
and the lilies sighed one unto the other in the solemnity of
their desolation.
And, all at once, the moon arose through the thin ghast-
ly mist, and was crimson in color. And mine eyes fell upon
a huge gray rock which stood by the shore of the river, and
was lighted by 4it e light of the moon. And the rock v/as
gray, and ghastly, and tall--and the rock was gray. Upon
its front were characters engraven in the stone; and I walked
through the morass of water-lilies, until I came close unto
the shore, that I might read the characters upon the stone.
Eut I could not decipher them. And I was going back into
the morass, when the moon shor . with a fuller red, and I
turned and looked again upon 1 ^ock, and upon the charac-
ters, and the characters were L^SOL^TIOL'.
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10. the South Wind and the Sun!
How each loved the other one
—
Pull of fancy--full of folly-
Pull of jollity and fun
J
How they romped and ran about,
Like two hoys when school is out.
With glowing face, and lisping lip,
low laughs, and lifted shout.'
11. Out of the North the wild news came,
Par flashing on its wings of flame,
Swift as the boreal light which flies
At midnight through the startled skies.
And there was tumult in the air,
The fife's shrill note, the drum's loud beat,
And through the wide land everywhere
The answering tread of hurrying feet;
While the first oath of Freedom's gun
Came on the blast from Lexington;
And Concord, roused, no longer tame,
Porgot her old baptismal name,
Made bare her patriot arm of power,
And swelled the discord of the hour.
1£. The skies they wereashen and sober;
The leaves they were crisp 'd and sere,
The leaves they were withering and sere;
It was night in the lonesome October
Of my most immemorial year;
It was hard by the dim lake of Auber,
In the misty mid region of Weir:
It was down by the dank tarn of Auber
,
In the ghoul-haur.ted woodland of Weir.
13. Only waiting till the shadows
Are a little longer grown,
Only waiting till the glimmer
Of the day's last beam is flown;
Till the night of earth is faded
From the heart, once full of day;
Till the stars of heaven are breaking
Through the twilight soft and gray.
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14. Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Occi^—roll I
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain;
Man marks the earth with ruin—his control
Stops with the shore;—upon the watery plain
The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
When for a moment, like a drop of rain,
He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan,
7/ithout a grave, unknell'd, uncoffin'd and unknown.
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-he directions given in this test, are subject to just
criticism, instead of assigning to each passage certain adjectives
which are applicable in an objective sense, the pupil should record
his subjective reaction, the emotions or feelings actually aroused
in him as the selections were read. It is one thing to see that
the descriptive term "faith-inspiring" is applicable to "Lead,
kindly Light," but it is decidedly another matter to "feel" that
the song is "faith-inspiring." Without a doubt "pitiful," "sad,"
"sorrowful," are applicable to Hood's "Bridge of Sighs," But it
io not equally certain that every person who reads the poem in
question would "feel" pity, sadness, sorrow. In fact, one pupil,
a Junior, in a class to whom the direction had been given to record
their feelings in order to determine whether or not the author had
conveyed his mood or aroused the emotions he desired to arouse,
replied that the "Bridge of Sighs" made him feel "merry." He
wrote
:
"The meter of this poem prevents the purpose of the
author in giving me a glad feeling."
Also a senior, to whom similar directions had been
given, recorded her emotional response to the same poem as "silly."
Such instances as these, emphasize the effect of rhythm,
aside from the ideational content of a poem, upon the emotional
nature.
The above tests were applied to about three hundred
and seventy-five pupils in sixteen English classes in the uroana
high school, urbana, Illinois. The distribution of classes (or
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sections) and pupils by years was as follows:
Year Sections Pupils
Sub Freshman 1 31
Freshman 5 129
Sophomore 5 92
Junior 2 42
Senior
_3 85
Total 16 379
The group-method of testing was followed. All tests
were administered by the same person.
Although the directions appeared on the test-sheets,
more complete oral explanations were given. Sometimes variations
were made in administering, as in instances in which the examiner
read the exercises aloud. Such a procedure is open to criticism
on the ground that the pur>il responds, not solely to the litera-
ture, but to the reader's interpretation of that literature. On
the other hand, it may be defended because much of literature,
and especially poetry, must be read aloud in order that its full
aesthetic worth may be brought out. "Metre and rhythm are ad-
dressed to the ear. They must be heard, if the emotion from
7
which they spring, is to be felt and communicated to others."
But on the whole the better plan seems to be that in
which the exercises are not read by the examiner.
6. The numbers here given represents more than the
numbers from which final results were computed.
In case a pupil was absent on one of the days on
which his class was tested, because his was not
a full record, he was omitted in the final com-
putations.
7. sassett, "A Handbook o: Oral Healing," p. 164.
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xhe method of evaluating the pupils' Judgments on each
test but the last was more or less rigid and mechanical. An
arbitrary standard of judgment for the last test was difficult to
establish, as is plainly evident on referring to Part VI. How
may one determine what adjectives are most applicable to a certain
selection? Would the same selection arouse the same emotional
response in different individuals? It is very likely that one's
dominant interests and one's experience determine to a large ex-
tent the emotional susceptibilities, however, a consensus of the
opinions of a qualified group might establish a fairly reliable
norm, and for further work in this field such a standard should
be set up for the purpose of uniformity and consistency if for no
other reason.
J
A subjective standard fluctuates with the weather,
the time of day, and various other factors influencing the examin-
er's mood, in the present instance, one person marked all of the
papers and thereby one source of variation was avoided.
A change of standard was necessitated in evaluating the
judgments of the sub-freshmen in Part 1 because they were asked to
designate only their first choice in each of the series instead of
first and second choices.
^he regular standard makes possible the accumulation of
tv.elve points in rart I. According to the Johnston rankings of
the lines, the first three in literary merit for eacn series are
as follows:
Series I lines e a d
tt II— TT e a g
tt ill- TT f b c
ti IV— TI g c e
n
v
If d a f
if VI-- If c d b
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if either the first or second choice of the pupil in any
series agrees with any one of the three indicated for that aeries,
that pupil receives one point credit. If both his first and his
second choices are also found in the three given lines, he receives
two points for that series. Vhus it is evident that twelve points
are possible in this test. According to the number of points made
a pupil is rated as follows (P, 14, and E represent "poor," "medium,
and "excellent" respectively;:
Joints Rating
1 £
? £
3
.f4-------M
5 il o
6 #8
7 E-
l and above
;
b - - E
ijut the sub-freshmen could make but six points. I'hey
were rated according to the following scale:
Points mating
1 x
2 - j?
3 - - - - M
4- ------M
5 -6-------E
in Part II seven of the selections (numbers 1, 2, 4, 5,
8, 9, and 11) are verse in their original form. i'he method em-
ployed for rating the results on this test was not so rigid as the
scale used in rart 1. i'he following taole will give some idea of
the general scheme, .but tnis table does not provide for every case
which may arise.
ti. '.he symbol # indicates "plus".

D—~" — 1 ' 1 1 =
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jo misplaced Prose /erse bating
5 2 3 - p
5 3 2 p#4------.l--.-_3_-.. M_4-------2-----2- M
4 --3 1
-Mjf
3 - 1 2 M#
3 £ 1 E-
The scale used for Part III was somewhat similar to the
scale for Part I. Here ten points are possible. In general, four
or less points merit p; five or six, 1,1; seven, M#; and eight or
more, E. Variations were sometimeB made in cases where the degree
of euphonic difference between the members of a pair was not con-
spicuous. A more rigid standard is needed for this part. Wot
only was the one used too flexible, but it seems, in light of the
results, too low. This point will be brought out later in graphs
of the results by parts, in which Part III is invariably the one
which raises the level of a class.
Below is the key to Part IV.
Group Author-Selection I. Author-Selection 2. Author-Selection 3.
I Isaiah Isaiah Johnson
II Macaulay Macaulay Irving
III Emerson Ruskin Kuskin
IV Poe Emerson Poe
The scale used for rating the results was as follows:
Grouped correctly — 1 — rating P
« — 2 — " M
» » — 3 M M#
» » — 4 — " E
The grading of Part VI has already been considered.
-
vrom the pupil's rating in each of the tests a final
rating was determined by computing an average. The various ratings
were assigned arbitrary values as follows:

=— M
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P — 1
P# — 2
M 3
M — 4
M# — 5
E 6
E — 7
Let us assume that a certain pupil receives ratings of
P, Mh, P#, Hi, and :d# in each of the tests respectively. These
ratings represent an aggregate of fifteen points, which sum,
divided by the number of tests, yields an average of three, or a
final rating in "appreciation", "B", of Li-.
The pupil's rating in "Ability A" was obtained through
the teacher, who was asked to classify her students as Poor,
Medium, or Excellent, according to their ability along those lines
involved in "A". The teachers revised their original ratings to
insure a more uniform basis for marking and a more uniform dis-
tribution of the pupils in the three classes, "P", "IF, and "E".
But even with this precaution we can not be certain that one
teacher's marks mean the same as another's. What ic desired is a
set of tests to determine "Ability A". Alterations of some of the
existing language and composition scales might answer the purpose.
The scientific measurement of Ability A" is quite necessary to a
comparative study of the two abilities.
With these explanations in mind, the tabulated results
in the following chapter will be more intelligible.
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THE RESULTS
On the following ten pages will be found the tabulated
results of the tests. In these tables are given each pupil's
rating in each test, his rating in "B" representing the average of
the individual tests, and also his rating in "A" as specified by
the teacher. The records are grouped according to sections and
years, ihe numerals in the first column designate individual
pupils, in the tables containing the sophomore records will be
found in addition to column "B," column "B 1 ," in which appears
the teacher's estimate of each pupil in "Ability J3."
A vacant column indicates that the test represented by
the column was not administered to the particular section in
question, individual vacancies are due to absences, misunder-
standing of the directions, etc. In the interpretation of the
results in the latter part of this chapter, only those pupils are
considered who have ratings on each of the tests given to their
respective sections.
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x\ O T> X T TX X TITill TVx V VTV x B A IiO . T1 T T1
1
T T T111 IV VI B A
1
JL px iu la,/ Mm M P 17 T5x JS H/T-i E- M# 11
1V1 ul iu TPHi— M# H 18 nX If JS E- M# P
X 1U7T M P 19 pX M— mlr E- M E
A
*± PX lf-f1«17T 1«17T fpHi M# E 20 M mt M# M# M
KV M Miu ij— M# P 21 JVl 111— pXj M# M# P
D Mlu JZ$ RlJ!t M-£luF E- P 22 PX pX tpJS E M P
7 n ill TPxV M B- S 23 pX TP TP M M# E
Qo pX pX TP M M M 24 WM IPHi IPJS M E- E
q pX pX JuiT Ji— M- P 25 pX x\i— TP M
IU iu. If1.1 MJVl Xj M# P 26 pX El UM M# M P
iVlTT R-Xj— lvivr M# P 27 M1V1 pX rn.tr M M P
1c Pa Jr PX TPill— M M 28 If Mift M M U
lc> M E— M# M 29 IfJB JVl E M# P
14 P U P M M- U 30 M M# M# M
15 If M# M# P 31 E M- E M# E- E
16 P M M M# M P
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No. I II III IV VI B A No. I II III IV VI B A
1 M P M rwJLm M- M- P 15 M# P M# M# M M E
2 M- P P M p# P# M 16 M P a H M Bi- P
3 M M M p M- E 17 E- M E P M- ll M
4 M- M- M P p P# M 18 M# P H M P# M- M
5 M- E P M# p M- E 19 M M# E M# M# E
6 M- M M E M M 20 P P M E P M- M
7 U P M M Ptt M- M 21 P P M M M# M- M
8 M P M M II M- M 22 M- P H M# M M- P
9 M P M p# P# P 23 M- M- M M- M
10 P M- E 24 M P P# P P# E
11 P Ptt P M M- M 25 M P ffl M M- M- P
IE E M# M E- M# E 26 M P P# M# M- M- M
12 E P M H M M 27 P M- IS M M# M II
14 P P M M II M- II
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No I II III IV VI B A 1< u • TX T 7X X TITXXX T VX v VTV X B A
1 X p M- P 1x M Mjf M JS "IPXJ- M# E
2 M- n P p P# LI p pX pX lu M- X
3 P X- M# a M M- P M1*1 p M Miti M M- E
4 P P M# M# X M- E 4 pX M1V1 pX luTT M- E
5 P P II M# P# M- X ft Mlu iMlu,T R!Xi lu,/ n_XJ— M# M
6 1 P M P E M- E AU pX lu pX X
7 M# P# E 7f pX iu— 1U7T ftXJ x /r M E
8 X P X M# M X E 8 p PX pX M-iu— P„ E
9 M# P 15- P M M- E 9 E Mill lu// pX EXJ M./- E
10 P P M# M# X M- E
aiTf pX M pX Mlu M- E
11 E- P X# X M- X E XX litlu— Ivl— M i/rlu M E
12 M M M M X M 1 9
-L ~ pX pX Mtt pX MM P# E
13 M# P M- M M X- X 1 3 MIVi. pX Ivl M M- M- E
14 M M# H M# M# M# 14
-L,
~ p M- M M Mrrlu (/ M- M
15 M# X X# X M# M# X 1 ft pX m— luTT pX pX P# P
16 X a 1 E M M# E 1 ft
•i»izr
PX iu/r MXVI M E
17 P M- E X P M- P T 7J. i lu pX 1*1 tr pX M1V1 M- X
18 I M# M# X X X E 18 p X X M# M- M- P
U M X P M# X E 19 E- p a P P M- M
20 E- *# M# P P M- M 20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
P
E-
M-
M-
M?
M
X
P
M-
M-
M-
P
p
11-
P
P
P
M
E-
M#
E
E
X
M
E
X
M#
M
P
X#
P
x#
i.:
x#
p
X
P#
E
E-
E-
1,1-
E
M
P#
X
P
M-
M#
M
X-
Mf
X
H-
M-
E
E
E
E
M
E
E
M
LI
P
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r
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A 11- P 11 P M.f i- M
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V. p M p J-Tt LI- E
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1
M- M £ 1 P p pX P
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THE INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
..hat light does the mass of data presented in the pre-
ceding pages shed upon the following ouestions?
To what extent do the abilities "A" and "B" occur in
equal degrees in the same pupil.'
To what extent do the elements comprising the composite
"Ability B" occur in eoual degrees in the same individual?
Are high school pupils equally responsive to all of the
literary qualities represented by the various tests?
What effect has school age upon the development of the
literary appreciation assumed by these tests?
Can we assume that the elective principle applied to
English is a selective agency for securing the most appreciative
pupils?
in comparing the two columns, A and B, one observes that
in the majority of cases an individual pupil rates differently in
the respective abilities under consideration. In other words, the
tables indicate that "Ability A" and "Ability B" are very frequent
ly present in different degrees in the same pupil, .but we should
not conclude that in every instance the changed rating means a
very significant difference in the degree to which the pupil pos-
sesses "A" and "B n . Two factors must be considered in this con-
nection. Notice in the first place that the "B" ratings are pre-
ponderat ingly "Li's". Comparatively few pupils rate either "P" or
"E". These ratings in column B represent averages of ratings of
varying values. It is apparent that a pupil, in order to maxe a
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final rating of "E," must make consistently high ratings in the
individual tests. But very frequently the individual rated low
in at least one of the tests. In faot, only one out of the entire
1
school secured only "E's" (and no "E-'s"). Likewise, to rate
"P" in "B" requires consistently low marks in each of the tests.
Hence we find the pupils bunching in this middle or nUn group.
furthermore, add to this the evident tendency of the
teachers to rate "P" or "E " and to avoid "IP in "Ability A," and
one can readily see that all of the variations in the tables do
not fully represent the facts. A shift from "M" in "Ability B"
to "E" in "Ability A" does not assure a marked difference in the
actual degrees to which the two abilities are respectively present
But on the other hand, where the rating in "B" is "M-," and the
2
rating in "A," "E," the difference may be considerable.
In subsequent considerations of variations between "A"
and "B," these explanations should be borne in mind.
Plates I and II graphically represent the correlation
of the two abilities in the same individual. Plate I pictures the
pupils in each year, while Plate II combines the four years (not
1. This pupil was a sophomore, for his record, see
Sophomore Section VIII, pupil 9. Part III was
not administered to this section, but it is not
likely that his record would have been changed
had he taken this test, inasmuch as Part ill has
prove! to be by far the easiest in the series.
2. In the comparative study of "A" and "B" the plus
and minus signs of the "B" ratings are disregard-
el. The teachers were not asked to make such
fine distinctions in determining "A."
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3
including the sub-freshmen j in one diagram.
In Plate I-A is a diagram for eaoh of the five classes.
Each pupil is represented by an inked square in the iiagram of his
olass. jLach diagram is composed of nine sections. The section in
which any square occurs indicates the individual's rating in both
"Ability B" and "Ability A." To ascertain by the diagram a pupil's
"B" rating, read the letter in red directly to the left of the
square. The black letter directly above indicates the rating in
"A." Let us assume, for illustration, a square in the middle sec-
tion of the lower tier, heading to the left, we discover that the
pupil represented by the square rates "E" in appreciation { "Ability
B"). heading directly above this section, we find that the "A"
rating is "M. " We may now say that the pupil in question rates
"E-M." (Observe that the "B" rating is given first). Thus it is
obvious that a pupil's rating may be "P-P," "P-M," "P-E," "M-P,"
"HrM t " "M-E," "E-P," "E-M, " or "E-E.
"
lso, one observes that the three sections .f-P, St-M, and
E-E, forming a diagonal across the diagram from the upper left-
hand corner to the lower right-hand corner, contain those squares
representing pupils whose ratings in "A" and "B" are the same,
x'hese squares are in black ink. The squares in all other sections
are in red ink, and represent those pupils whose "A" and "B" rat-
ings vary. The squares above and to the right of the diagonal
represent pupils whose "A" ratings exceed their "B" ratings. In
the extreme corner section are represented those whose variation
3. The sub-freshmen are no where computed in the
"totals.
"
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is extreme f --from "P" in "Ability B, ?" to "E" in "Ability A."
L'quares below and to the left of the diagonal represent pupils
whose ratings in "Ability B" exceed their ratings in "Ability A."
The corner section is again the locus of those squares which rep-
resent extreme variations,-- in this case from "E" in "B" to "P" in
"A."
Plate I-b gives the per centages falling in each section,
Plate II combines in one chart all the charts in Plate
I, a and b, with the exception of those representing the sub-fresh-
men.
Prom these charts the facts recorded in the following
table may be observed:
Class
Remained
Constant Varied
Extreme variations Increase
P-E E-P B over A A over B
Sub-freshman 39 61 4 50 11
Freshman 38 62 3 12 50
Sophomore 51, 48 1 18 30
Junior 40 60 3 25 34
Senior 49.4 50.6 27.4 23
All (excluding
sub-freshmen
j
44.4 55.6 1.7 18.7 36.1
/-ccording to .flate II the number of those whose ratings
in "B" and "A" differ is 55.6 per cent of the entire number consid-
ered, tfut, b.6 already explained, the variation often may be quite
insignificant. Extreme variations ,- variations from "P" in one to
"E" in the other, were very rare—only 1.7 per cent of the entire
number (excluding again the sub-freshmen ) . 'Jhese extreme shifts
were exclusively from "P" in "Ability n" to "E" in "Ability A,"
and never from "E" in "B" to "P" in "A." This is consonant
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with the general trend of the variations as revealed in the last
two columns of the table or by glancing at the diagrams. 36.1 per
cent of the entire group rate higher in "Ability A" than in "Abil-
ity B," while only 18.7 per cent, or about one half as many, rate
higher in "Ability B" than in "Ability A."
These facts point to the following conclusions:
The two sets of abilities under consideration often oc-
cur in different degrees in the same individual.
V.'hile minor variations are frequent, extreme variations
seldom are found.
In those instances in which variation obtains, the rating
in "Ability A" is usually the higher.
Stated more concretely and explicitly:
Pupils frequently vary by one position in the respective
degrees to which they possess "Ability A" and "Ability B. " That
is, changes from "P" to "M t " "M" to "E," etc., are quite common.
But a pupil is seldom found who is poor in one ability, and ex-
cellent in the other, further, it usually occurs that a person
who is excellent in appreciation (or "Ability B"J is also excellent
4
in the "mechanics" of English. But, on the other hand, excellence
in the mechanics of English does not insure a high degree of liter-
ary appreciation.
The results would indicate that pupils are better in the
"aechani^s" than in appreciation. But allowance must be made for
the different standards of measuring the two qualities.
4. x'his conclusion does not agree with the figures
quoted by Xeatinge which show that aesthetic
qualities usually occur in conjunction with in-
ferior or undesirable mental traits.
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We have seen that very frequently a puoil's ratings in
"Ability A" and "Ability Bn vary. But "Ability B" is a composite
of several more or less distinct qualities. Are these various
qualities present in the same degree in a particular pupil? The
pupil's ratings in the various tests should help to answer this
question. If the ratings in the various tests are approximately
the same, this fact would indicate that the pupil possesses these
qualities in approximately the same degree. But a glance at the
tabulated results reveals immediately the fact that one's rating
in one test is not usually an index of his ability along the lines
involved in the others. /ery frequently a pupil's ratings vary in
the different tests from "P" to "E". Sometimes the percentage of
shifts between two of the tests is as great as, or greater than,
the percentage of shifts between "B" and "A", this condition may
be explained in part on the ground that a rating of "P" according
to the standard by which the results of one test are evaluated is
not the same as a rating of "P" according to the standards used on
a different test. But this criticism certainly does not apply to
all cases, especially those in which the change in rating is from
"P" in one to "E" in the other, 'ihese extreme shifts point to the
conclusion that the various abilities or aualities comprising
"Ability B" vary in degree in the same individual.
We have observed that individual pupils tend to vary in
their ratings in the different tests. What is the tendency of the
school as a whole in this respect? To which of the literary
abilities considered are high scnool pupils most responsive?
Closely associated with this question in the method of arriving
at an answer are the following questions:
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"What influence has school age and training on the devel
opraent of "Ability Bw?
"Do those who elect English give evidence of a greater
appreciative capacity than the pupils in required courses?"
Comparative studies of the nature required by the above
questions make it necessary that the results be evaluated on a
numerical basis. Assuming that P, p#, M, E-, and E rep-
resent respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 points, the total
number of points which any class can make in any test is the rcro-
duot of the number in the class taking the test and the highest
number of points (seven) which it is possible for each person to
make. Ehe standing of any class in any test in terms of the per
centage of the total number of points possible may be computed by
translating the ratings actually made into points according to
the above scheme, and dividing the sum of these points by the
total number of points possible. In this manner the "standings"
of each of the four classes in each of the five tests were com-
puted, 'i'hen the standing of each class in "Ability B" (as dis-
tinct from the individual tests ) was determined, not by averaging
the standings in the individual tests, but more exactly, by divid-
ing the sum of the total number of points possible in each test
for the class in question by the total number of points actually
made. Further, the standing of the entire group in each test was
obtained by multiplying the total number taking the test by seven
and dividing by tne number of points made.
^late III graphically represents all of the fact3 thus
determined. The various classes are represented by inked lines as
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indicated. The vertical lines I, II. Ill, etc.. represent the
various tests. Ehe horizontal lines indioate per cent*. This
graph shows the standings of each class and also the entire school
in each test, and the total average of each class and the average
of the school
Ehe following table summarizes the facts revealed by the
graph.
Class I ii in iv vi Total
freshman 46 37 65 53 50 50
Sophomore 53 56 73 54 54 57
Junior 49 52 72 63 70 60
Senior 57 45 78 53 57 58
Entire group 51 46 69 55 54 55
The order for each year from most difficult to the least
difficult is as follows:
Freshman: II I VI IV III
Sophomore
:
I VI IV II III
Junior
:
I II IV VI III
Senior: II IV I* VI* III
Entire group: II I VI IV III
(* I and VI tie for the Seniors)
All years found the euphony test, (Part III), the least
difficult. Considerable variability is manifested regarding some
of the others,—especially Part II, the test of the appreciation
of rhythm. It is quite significant that Part lv, the test of style
discrimination, ranks next easiest to Part III, whereas graduate
students in the University and others in whom the analytical and
intellectual attitude has been developed, were quite unanimous in
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declaring it to be the most difficult in the set. We nay assume
that the more advanced students, instead of exercising what we
may term their "sense" of style, endeavored to analyze and critic-
5
ally compare the selections which compose the teat.
neglecting the difference in the standards by which the
results of the various tests were evaluated, we would be led to
conclude from the results that, of the qualities under considera-
tion, sense of euphony is greatest in students of high school
age. This is followed by sense of style, emotional responsive-
ness, and lastly, rhythm sense.
What influence has school-age and training upon apprecia-
tion?
Observe the total standings by classes. The freshmen
have 50 per cent, the sophomores 57, and the juniors and seniors
60 and 58 per cent respectively. Some mention should be made here
of the sub-freshmen, a class of bright children who were promoted
from the eighth grade to the high school in the middle of the year.
This class has not been considered in the totals with the others,
but in the test on the appreciation of rhythm they made 62 per
cent, or six points more than their nearest rivals. In the euphony
test, however, they tied for lowest place with the regular fresh-
men. Because Part I was administered on a separate basis (as
state! previously) f comparison here is impossible. The sub-fresh-
men were not given an opportunity to try iPart IV because of its
5. Another factor may have contributed to this situa-
tion. The exercises were read to the high-school
students, while the university group did their
own reading.
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supposed difficulty. But in the lisht of the results obtained
from the other classes it would be interesting to know such imma-
ture pupils could io with suoh a test. In the last test. Part VI,
their standing is 74 per cent, exceeding by four points their near-
est rivals, hut here one should recall that the standard used in
evaluating the results of this test was subjective and a strict com
parison ia impossible. But on the whole the sub-freshmen evidenced
a surprising degree of appreciation, far surpassing the regular
freshmen. Since this class is a selected group, we have further
evidence that aesthetic appreciation, especially in the field of
literature, is not a concomitant of inferior intellectual qualities
as the statistics quotei by Keatinge would indicate, but, on the
other hand, presupposes a fairly high degree of "general intelli-
7
gence".
Of the four regular years of the high school, the fresh-
men proved least appreciative. But the remaining three classes
show little variation. The seniors and the sophomores were practic
ally equal, the one making 58 per cent, the other 57. ihe highest
mark, 60 per cent, was made by the junior class. But this mark
exceeds the seniors' by only two per cent. If Part VI, the results
of which, it will be recalled, were not rated according to a defi-
nite standard, is left out of the reckoning, the junior standing
drops to 57, the sophomore rises one half per cent to 57.5, while
the senior and the freshman marks remain at 58 and 50 respectively.
Since Junior English in the Urbana High School is eleotive, one
7. !L«he nature of "Ability A" as we have iefined it,
makes it somewhat synonymous with "general intel-
ligence" •
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would be led to assume that the more literary-inclined would take
it. x'he results, we have shown, although not disproving, fail to
warrant the assumption that the elective principle In ^n^rlioh is a
selective device for securing pupils of exceptional literary tastes,
furthermore, inasmuch as the sub-freshmen surpass the
freshmen, and the sophomores, juniors, and seniors are practically
equal in respect to appreciative response to literature, as evi-
denced by the tests, school-age and training seem to have little
influence upon the development of literary appreciation in the high
school.
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SUMMARY C? CONCLUSIONS
1. Training in English involves the exercise of two
distinguishable "sets" of abilities, one (designated "Ability
A") dealing with the mechanical form and more purely intel-
lectual content of language; the other (designated "Ability
B" ) dealing with the emotional content and the whole realm of
literary aesthetics.
2. The respective degrees to which these two "sets"
of abilities are found in the same individual freouently
vary, but rarely is the variation extreme.
3. The results of the tests administered indicate
that a high degree of the "intellectual" qualities is in-
dispensable to a high degree of the aesthetic or "apprecia-
tive", cut a high degree of the former is not always accom-
panied by a high degree of the latter.
4. high school pupils are not equally responsive to
each of the literary qualities constituting "Ability a".
5. School-age and training have apoarently little in-
fluence upon the development of "Ability B".
6. The results fail to warrant the assumption that tne
elective principle selects those for English courses who are
most "aDpreciative" in a literary sense.
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